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1. PROJECT SYNOPSIS

Project Title : Feasibility Study for  Rehabilitation and the Reconstruction of the Road Link
Between Baku, Tbilisi and Yerevan

Project Number : SCR-E/110579/C/SV/WW

Country : Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia

Overall objective[s]: Improvement of the road link between Baku, Tbilisi and Yerevan

Project objective[s]: The objective of the project in Azerbaijan is to prepare detailed designs with
bills of quantities and cost estimates, economic appraisal, environmental impact
assessment and preparation of tender documents for the Ujar to Georgian bor-
der road section.

In Armenia and Georgia the objective of the project is to prepare a feasibility
study and tender documents for the rehabilitation and reconstruction of deterio-
rated sections of the road Tbilisi – Yerevan, Tbilisi – Red Bridge, Tbilisi –
Marneuli and Tbilisi by-pass, in order to prepare loans by International Financial
Institutions.

Planned outputs : •  topographical maps and information on terrain
•  assessment of existing road and structure condition
•  traffic forecast
•  geotechnical evaluation
•  environmental impact assessment
•  definitions of technical solutions for improvements and rehabilitation
•  preliminary cost estimates
•  economic appraisal
•  detailed engineering designs
•  quantity and cost estimates
•  pre-qualification   and tender documents
•  procurement services

Project activities : •  arrangement of logistics (accommodation, office, transport)
•  commencement meetings with the recipient institutes
•  preparation of contract for co-operation
•  study of existing reports and analysing of available materials
•  road and bridge condition surveys
•  traffic surveys, data analysis and traffic forecast
•  topographical surveys, data evaluation and mapping
•  geotechnical and material investigations, incl. laboratory testing
•  preparation of feasibility studies describing the technical as well as eco-

nomic requirements and recommendation for the rehabilitation and recon-
struction of the project roads

•  preparation of detailed engineering designs and tender documents
•  presentation of designs, pre-qualification and tender documents
•  assistance with tendering
•  reporting

Project starting date: Commencement of services in Azerbaijan on 03.01.2001,
in Armenia on 18.01.2001 and in Georgia on 25.01.2001

Project duration: 12 months
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2. ANALYSIS OF PROJECT, START SITUATION

2.1 Background

Since the independence of the Caucasian Republics from the former Soviet Union, their national
economics have declined and their road rehabilitation and maintenance has been neglected.
Therefore, extensive road rehabilitation and improvement programs are required throughout the
region. Several International Financial Institutions (IFI) and other donors are planning major in-
vestments in road works for the three Trans-Caucasian Republics.

The project aims are to sustain the existing and planned World Bank and EBRD programs for fi-
nancing and co-financing with other International Financing Institutions and investors of the recon-
struction and rehabilitation of the road connection between the three capitals of the Trans-
Caucasian Republics Baku, Tbilisi and Yerevan.

Three road sections are covered by the present project:
•  in Azerbaijan: Ujar – Georgian border (Red Bridge);
•  in Georgia: Tsiteli Khedi (Red Bridge) – Tbilisi – Marneuli – Tbilisi by pass
•  in Armenia: Vanadzor – Georgian border (Ayrum-Sadakhlo/Tashir)

2.2 Start of the project

The contract for the ‘Feasibility Study for Rehabilitation and the Reconstruction of the Road Link
between Baku, Tbilisi and Yerevan’ was signed on 13th December 2000. Following the signing of
the contract, a consortium agreement and a working programme was agreed between the consor-
tium members.

The first activities included the arrangement of the logistics (accommodation, office, transportation,
apparatus and instrumentation) of the project. Concerning the equipment to be procured or leased,
identification of the detail requirements was done, and the list of equipment together with the pro-
posed procurement method was submitted to the Tacis project Task Manager with request for ap-
proval. Similarly the traffic survey method and programme was compiled and submitted with re-
quest for approval. Approvals were received within a short period of time.

Project offices, within the premises of our local associates, were assigned to the team. Simultane-
ously, personnel arrangements were made for both the foreign and the local teams, to commence
concurrently in the three project countries. Communication links between the project offices, the
project coordinator, and the respective Consultant’s head offices were established (address, tele-
phone, fax, e-mail).

Commencement meetings with the beneficiaries have been conducted by the Consultant. The
general purpose of the meetings were consultation, facilitation, coordination and management of
the project. The major particular purpose was to obtain the requirements of the Recipient Institu-
tions, so that the needs of the Beneficiaries could be considered by adapting the work plan, taking
into account the activities of other projects, and the requirements of prospective International Fi-
nancing Institutions (IfI’s).

In this first series of activities the Consultant studied existing reports and documents concerning
the study roads and the project. A project library with relevant existing data and studies has been
established in our project office in Baku.
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Armenia
The service was commenced in Armenia on 18th January when the proposed Country Team
Leader, Mr. Pentti Ruohonen arrived Yerevan.

The Project office was established on the 29th January on the premises of Dorproject Ltd in 54 B
Acharian Street, Yerevan 375040. Office is equipped with a telephone line (+3741 - 62 64 80).
Internet contract was signed on the 24th January (Finnroad@arminco.com)

In co-operation with the TRACECA office a Commencement of Services meeting was held on 22nd

January. Representatives of the following organisations attended the meeting

- TRACECA
- Armenian Roads Department SSCC
- Consultant.

In brief, it was agreed that the Feasibility Study should be carried out as per the World Bank’s
guidelines because it may be the (only prospective) IFI for these road sections. The persons from
Armenian Roads Department to follow up the Project were agreed. Coordination with TRACECA
Coordination Tbilisi Office and Tacis Permanent Secretariat in Baku (for reporting purposes) will be
done via Project Coordinator in Baku.

The project is specified in Armenia to include a section of the trunk road M1 (Yerevan – Ashtarak)
and a section of the trunk road M3 (Ashtarak – Vanadzor – Stepanavan – Tashir - Georgian bor-
der) and whole trunk road M6 (Vanadzor – Alaverdi – Bagratashen in Georgian border).

The main connection seems to be via Alaverdi. Road connections in Georgian side from the both
border stations towards Tbilisi are in very bad condition up to Marneuli town. Funds have been
allocated to rehabilitate the road connection from Bagratashen to Marneuli on Georgian side. This
is a continuation for eastern route (via Alaverdi) in Armenian side. The Armenian Roads Depart-
ment SSCC, as a beneficiary institution considers also the western route to be very important and
it is included in the scope of this study.

The partner organisation Armenian Roads SSCC and also other actors in road sector are very
much committed to this project.

Azerbaijan
The project commenced in Azerbaijan with the arrival of the Project Manager Mr. Werner P. Weiler
on 3rd January and the Country Team Leader Mr. Carsten Griese on 4th January.

Beginning of January, after the initial preparation phase, the activities for the topographical and
geotechnical field surveys commenced. After familiarisation of the local team with the equipment
and working methods, all activities are carried out by the Consultant’s staff together with specialists
of the associated Institutes as on-the-job-training and transfer of technology.

A World Bank Mission visited Azerbaijan from January 27 to February 6, 2001 for the purpose of
carrying out a pre-appraisal of the rehabilitation of the Ganja to Gazakh road section. The mission
explained that the availability of IDA financing for the Ganja to Gazakh road was contingent on
approval by the IDA Board of Executive Directors in this fiscal year, which ends on June 30, 2001.
The World Bank mission pointed out that the first year’s detailed design and bidding documents,
which would include the road section from Ganja to Shemkir/Deliler, are required as a condition of
Board Presentation by May 15, 2001. This is much earlier than the original timetable of the Terms
of Reference for the project. In order to meet this schedule the work plan for the project in Azer-
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baijan must be rearranged. Relocation of recourses and additional staff input are necessary to pre-
pare the tender documents for the Ganja to Shemkir/Deliler section.

During the mission the World Bank representatives held consultations about design changes that
would both improve the quality of the road and reduce the cost of rehabilitation. The suggested
changes would reduce the shoulder width from presently existing 3.75 m to 2.0 – 2.5 m. It was
suggested that shoulders should be paved with surface dressing or lower grade asphalt, in order to
avoid deterioration as it is observed presently. This has to be discussed with Azeravtoyol and
should be considered  as an alternative in the economic analysis. Consultations were further held
about the location of bridges to be reconstructed. Setting the location off the present alignment has
the disadvantage of curving the alignment to the new location; but the advantage is the use of the
existing bridges for passing traffic during the reconstruction, avoiding a temporary bridge crossing.
Alternate possibilities and modification as to what would be the best technical and economic solu-
tion were discussed, and agreement was reached to investigate the general aspects by compari-
son, and every bridge case by case.

The commencement meeting was held on 6th February in Baku. Representatives of Azeravtoyol,
World Bank, EBRD and Traceca attended the meeting. We are informed by  Azeravtoyol that the
division of sections between potential IFI’s  interested would probably be:

•  Gazi Mammed – Kyurdamir EBRD (not part of the present study)
•  Kyurdamir – Ujar Kuwait Fund (not part of the present study)
•  Ujar – End of Bypass Ganja Saudi Fund / Abu Dabi Fund / Islamic Bank
•  End of Bypass Ganja – Gazakh World Bank
•  Gazakh – Georgian Border World Bank or financing by Azerbaijan

However, at this  moment  the decision about the financing of the Ujar – Ganja road section is not
finalised. It was agreed to carry out the feasibility study and tender documents of the Ganja to
Georgian border road section according World Bank guidelines, whereas for the remaining sec-
tions Azeravtoyol will provide the guidelines to which the study shall be prepared.

Georgia
In Georgia the project started on 25th January with the arrival of the Country Team Leader Mr.
Yves Atlan. Project offices have been set up in the premises of Saksakhzaproekti. This has the
advantage of being located in the same building as the State Road Administration, allowing the
Consultant to keep close contact with the local partner.

The commencement meeting with the State Departments of Roads was held on 25th January. At
the meeting it was agreed to carry out the feasibility study and tender documents for this project
according World Bank guidelines and standards. Priority in the study should be given to Tbilisi by-
pass, because of the present poor condition of the bypass and its importance for the transit traffic.
Mr Tamaz Shaishmelashvili, Vice President is appointed as national project co-ordinator.

2.3 Utilisation of the study personnel

The Consultant’s personnel during the inception period comprised the professional team and as-
sistants in the field and in the office. The study teams are closely instructed and monitored, and
controlled by the Country Team Leaders.
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The Consultant’s personnel during the inception period included:

Name Assignment Country
Werner P. Weiler Project Manager Study countries
Carsten Griese Project Coordinator

Country Team Leader
Study countries
Azerbaijan

Hans Ulrich Zimmermann Geotechnical and Material En-
gineer

Azerbaijan

Franz Dieter Klasen Bridge Engineer Azerbaijan

Pentti Ruohonen Country Team Leader Armenia
Heikki Rautakorpi, Bridge Engineer Armenia

Yves Atlan Country Team Leader Georgia
John Miller Traffic Engineer (Sort term) Azerbaijan, Armenia, Georgia
Alexandre Granicz-Garnicki Traffic Engineer Azerbaijan
Chris Mills Traffic Engineer Georgia
Eric Lancelot Traffic Engineer Armenia

Local experts commenced their services as follows:

Armenia
Mr. Samvel Badalyan, Deputy Country Team Leader commenced his services on 8th January.
Mr. Yuri Badalyan, Project Chief Engineer, on 22.1
Mr. Aram Avetysian, Topographical Survey Team Leader, on 15.1
Mr. Henzel Hakobyan, Survey Engineer, on 16.1
Mr. Hrant Martirosyan, Survey Engineer, on 15.1
Mr. Pavle Makinyan, Geology Engineer, on 15.1
Mr. Rudik Martirosyan, Survey Engineer, on 16.1.
Mr. Davit Hovsepyan, Roughess (Roadman) Team Leader, on 5.2
Mr. Sevak Afrikyan, Roughness (Rodman) Expert, on 5.2
Mr. Avag Matevasyan, Core Drilling Team Leader, on 12.2
Mr. Davit Hovsepyan, Deflectometer Team Leader, on 20.2
Mr. Sevak Afrikyan, Deflectometer Expert, on 20.2
Mr. Aram Avetisyan, Visual Survey Team Leader, on 21.2

Azerbaijan
Mr. Hajiali Tahmazov, Director SRC commenced his services on 20th December 2000
Mr. Hijan Valehov, Senior Highway Engineer and Local Team Leader, on 20.12.2000
Mr. Ruslan Mamedov, Surveyor, on 3.01.2001
Mr. Mohubbat Yusifov, Surveyor, on 3.01
Mr. Isa Baharchinov, Senior Geotechnical and Material Engineer, on 10.01
Mr. Safar Pashayev, Geotechnical and Material Engineer, on 13.01
Mr. Yusif Yusifov, Laboratory Engineer on 15.01
Mr. Majnun Valiyev, Laboratory Engineer on 15.01
Mr. Gunduz Mehtiyev, Highway Engineer (Road Condition Survey), on 08.02
Mr. Malik Nurullayev, Traffic Engineer, on 05.02
Mr. Sadig Mutallimov, Highway and Traffic Engineer, on 06.01
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Georgia
Mr Tali Taliashvili, Director Saksakhzaproekti Ltd (Design Institute)
Mr Vladimir Djikia, Road Engineer
Mr Tergiz Batkhuzi, Road Engineer
Mr Srtoto Utmelidze, Road Engineer

Mr. Matti Mannonen, Project Management and Home Office Coordinator of Finnroad visited the
Project from 8th to 12th February.

2.4 Equipment utilised

The equipment listed was utilised for the study during the inception phase of the project:

Topographical survey equipment
3 nos. Total Stations, Leica/Wild T 1000 and Nikon
Fielddata storage, wireless communication, Notebooks

Traffic survey equipment
 Automatic Traffic Counters (ATC), Numetric Hi-star 97

Roughness measurement equipment
TRL Bump Integrator
Merlin Calibration Frame, according TRL
Microwave Trip Meter, Datron M 2 and LCD terminal DAVID
Roadman, Road Surface Monitoring System

Pavement strength survey equipment
Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD), Phonix MLY 1000

Geotechnical field equipment
TRL Dynamic Cone Penetrometer
Dynamic Cone Penetrometer, version DPL-5 according German standard DIN 4094
Core drilling equipment
Sampling equipment

Bridge survey and assessment equipment
Concrete strength test apparatus
Reinforcement bar thickness tester
Reinforcement cover thickness tester
Deflection measurement dial gauges

Geotechnical laboratory equipment
Laboratory equipment comprises among others:
CBR compressing test machine according ASTM
Proctor test apparatus
Field ballon-density device (Haas)
Sieve set complete with base pan and top (0,063-63,0) mm
Speedy moisture tester
Automatic cassagrande apparatus
Complete testing equipment to FSU standard

Office equipment
Computers, Printers, Copiers, Fax machines
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2.5 Initial findings

The study road section has been visually inspected. Previous reports and studies have been taken
into consideration and representatives from International Financing Agencies and actors in the
road sector have been met and consulted. There are some observations made during this incep-
tion phase.

Armenia

The following table indicates approximately the sections that will need rehabilitation / reconstruc-
tion.

Number Road / Section (*) Approx. Length Actions
1. M3 / 99+800 – 103+600 in Tsilkar – Girashen 3.8 km Rehabilitation
2. M3 / 152+900 – 180+400 in Stepanavan –

Tashir – Evlu
27.5 km Rehabilitation

3. M3 / 180+400 – 183+700 Evlu – Georgian
border

3.3 km Reconstruction

4. M3 / 156+500 – 156+700 Bridge over the river
Dzoraget in Stepanovan

0.2 km Rehabilitation

5. M6 / 0+000 – 5+300 in Vanadzor 5.3 km Rehabilitation
6. M6 / 51+300 – 53+600 in Alaverdi 2.3 km Rehabilitation
7. M6 / 73+500 – 91+200 in Spoch - Ayrum 17.7 km Rehabilitation
8. M6 / 19 – 21, 27 – 30, 32 – 33, 38 – 39 Sup-

porting walls between Vanadzor– Alaverdi
appr. 11 km Reconstruction

(*) The chainage of the M3 starts from Margara town on the Turkish border and the M6 from the
junction of M3 in Vanadzor town.

Moreover, the representatives of the Vanadzor Road Department SSCC (State Stock Closed
Company) pointed out the Consultant four dangerous points (sections) in M6 road from Vanadzor
to Alaverdi as follows:

1. The road bridge, crossing the railroad is dangerous because of a sharp curve along the serpen-
tine. Road Department: “The road section and bridge should be widening and deteriorated sup-
porting walls should be repaired”. This section is located approx.  at  km 18+710.

2. The road section is narrow and it is situated on the “balcony” close to the river and railroad.
Road Department: “One lane should be transferred on the other side of the river, close to the rail-
road. There are bridges on both ends of this proposed by-pass. Length of the section would be
about 1 km. This section is located at km 30+000.

3. Two rivers meet together in Dzoragiugh. The river Pambak (main one) meets river Dzozaget.
The supporting wall against the river erosion is badly damaged. This section is located at km
32+400.

4. The road bridge crossing the railroad is dangerous because it is “narrow”. Road Department:
“The bridge should be widening or one lane should make a by-pass”. This section is located at km
40+100.
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The by-pass sections were found as follows:

1. The by-pass mentioned in the ToR is situated before entering Alaverdi and the road M6 turns
right crossing the river. This section is  is located at km 45 – 51. The length of this section is some
6 km of new road. This would include also one or two new bridges due to the alignment of the new
road. This will be studied. It was also discussed in the “Commencement of Services” meeting that
the possibility to establish here a toll road. This was requested by the Roads Department and the
Consultant shall carry out just a very brief desk study about the possibilities and technical and eco-
nomic  viability .

2. During the site visit the representatives of the local Road Department proposed two by-passes
to be included in this study as mentioned above in points 2 and 4. These will be studied briefly as
desk study and only draft costs will be estimated.

3. The representative of the Lincy Foundation proposed to design and construct a by-pass (short-
cut) leaving M6 a couple of kilometres before Alaverdi in Akori. New alignment would negotiate
directly over the mountains and would meet the main road again on Georgian side some 5 – 10 km
after Sadakho town. This would require new road alignment over some 30 – 40 km lenght. Though
the proposal is very innovative and interesting, it is  beyond the scope of this assignment so that  it
will be mentioned only briefly and cannot be further considered under the scope of this study.

The organisation of Armenian Roads Department has been divided so that they are 36 construc-
tion companies and about half of them are  “privatised”. There are in this area “road construction
companies” at least in
- Vanadzor, Road Department in Vanadzor SSCC (State Stock Closed Company)
- Alaverdi town
- Noyemberian town
- Stephanavan town
- there has been one also in Tashir town but it has not operated for last five years because of

luck of contracts and works

These road companies have only road construction and maintenance activities. They have no de-
sign activities. They are allowed and, in principal they have possibilities to tender works around the
whole country and even in Georgia and Russia.

They are directly under the supervision of the MoT. The Ministry asks Road Department SSCC in
Yerevan to announce a tender call for construction or maintenance. These companies may submit
their proposals and finally Roads Department SSCC in Yerevan will award a contract to one of
these companies or any other successful company.

It can be estimated that approximately 3 to 4 construction companies SSCC would submit their
tenders for a road rehabilitation work of 4 km section situated in this area.

The Consultant has noticed that there exists quite a remarkable record of previous traffic counting
results. The Road Authorities are implementing certain traffic counting on monthly basis on 4th and
19th day of every month. There are also records of traffic accidents that have come to the knowl-
edge of the police
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Azerbaijan

The road from Ujar to Georgian is mainly a 2-lane paved (Category II) road with 7.50 m carriage-
way and 3.75 m shoulder. There are a few sections where the road widens to 4 lanes. The road is
mainly straight and flat to within 50 km of the Georgian border. West of Tovuz curvature increases
slightly. The alignment is compatible with a design speed of 80 km/h.

The present condition of the pavement varies largely. Part of the sections along the road are still in
fair condition whilst others already reach a poor condition with typical indications such as cracking
and the advanced disintegration of the structural layers.

Some stretches of the road have received surface dressing, overlay and pothole repairs. However,
the quality of these treatments has generally been poor. Patched potholes are not cut out cleanly
or properly filled and compacted.

The design of the road rehabilitation and improvement measures will be based on the ‘Preliminary
Design Study of Kyurdamir – Georgian Border Road’, October 2000, by Kocks Consult GmbH. The
design study provides comprehensive information on the existing carriageway and proposed reha-
bilitation measures. However, the road deteriorate rapidly and condition surveys were done in
1999. Therefore an update of the condition surveys are necessary.

Tacis is prepared to finance the construction of two bridges (Gasan Su Cay and Shemkir) on the
Ganja to Gazakh road. The financing of the bridges will improve the economic attraction of the
whole of the remaining section, and facilitate negotiations for rehabilitation of the entire road sec-
tion by the World Bank. The designs for these two bridges were prepared over ten years ago, and
work on replacement bridges was started. However, activities was suspended because of budget
constraints. At Gasan Su Cay foundation piles have been driven and at Shemkir the bridge piers
are mostly complete. Both construction are situated alongside the existing bridges. For these
bridges it is necessary to prepare a separate tender package according to EU rules, recuperating
the existing works which are under suspension, and completing the outstanding elements.

Responsibility for the road network in Azerbaijan rests with the State Road Concern Azeravtoyol,
who is responsible for maintenance, rehabilitation and development of the road network. Aze-
ravtoyol reports directly to the Cabinet of Ministers where a department exists for this sector. A
Tacis financed project to establish a Transport Ministry in Azerbaijan is ongoing, but so far there is
no Minister appointed yet.

Georgia
A first site visit with local experts from Saksakhgzaprojeki identified the main problem areas con-
cerning the study road. It appears that the scope of the rehabilitation works and alternatives to be
studied has been already laid down. Following observation has been made during the field inspec-
tion:

1. Tbilisi bypass (49 km)
The road between km 0 and km 20 is on hilly slopes. Three landslides zones at km 6, km 15 and
km 20 were identified:
- At KM 20 a “provisional” road variant about 200 m long was built 15 years ago to bypass the

landslide and looks in good condition.
- At km 6 and km 15 the importance of the slide is to be checked.
The road pavement is in poor condition over 80% of the entire length

Between km 20 and km 49 the pavement is in fair condition and no landslides could be observed.
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2. Tbilisi – Marneuli road
The length of the road section between the signpost “Tbilisi end” and Marneuli is about 25 km. The
horizontal alignment is generally good and surface condition varies from good to fair. Existing
bridges are in good condition apart of rehabilitation of sealing and maybe bearings. Realignment of
the existing road should be determined in order to bypass landslide areas.

3. Tbilisi – Tsitali Khidi  (Red Bridge)
The road section length between the signpost “Tbilisi End” and the Red Bridge at the Azerbaijan
border is about 44 km. The alignment shows two critical areas:
- KM 23. The road climbs up the slopes of Kura river valley for about 2 km with sharp curves.
- KM 36. The road crosses the river Algeti at km 36. There is a downward gradient of 10% for

about 200 m. The bridge carriageway is only 7 m wide with footpath of about 1 m. According to
previous investigations is the bridge in bad condition and replacement is necessary. Realign-
ment studies has been already carried out by Saksakhgzaprojeki.

The pavement is in good to fair condition. About 2 to 3 km have been recently resurfaced immedi-
ately after Rustavi.

2.6 Progress to date

Project offices in Baku, Tbilisi and Yerevan on the premises of our local associates has been es-
tablished. Commencement meetings were held and logistics arranged. In a first step the Consult-
ants have visited the roads, and  have studied relevant existing reports and documents.

The following activities have been started, are under progress, or have been finalised:

Armenia
- Topographical survey work has started and has been carried out approximately 4 km in

Alaverdi and Tashir sections. Output of survey work, already carried out, has been processed
as computer work

- Roughness measurement survey work has commenced on 7th February for the whole road
section from Yerevan to Georgian border via Eastern and Western routes and the outputs
have been processed as computer work

- Expatriate Traffic Engineer has commenced the services on 14th February and counting places
have been selected , training has been carried out and survey teams are on road in their work.
Existing traffic counting results and accident records have been translated

- Expatriate bridge engineer has commenced the  services on 20th February in close coopera-
tion with local experts and Roads Department

- The core drilling team has commenced the  services on 12th February
- A team for visual inspection of the whole road section has commenced the  services on 19th

February
- Pavement Deflection Measurement (FWD) survey team has commenced the  services on 9th

February.
- Roughness measurement survey (Roadman) work has been finalised on 7th February (appr.

250 km) and results have been processed as computer work

Azerbaijan
- A field reconnaissance visit together with local experts was carried out from 13th to 15th Janu-

ary to gather information necessary to plan and implement the following surveys and investi-
gations.

- Prior to the commencement of topographic survey a polygonal traverse was established. Per-
manent concrete traverse points are placed, numbered and surveyed. At this time about 90
points were installed and surveyed. The existing centreline, cross section and the proposed
corridor of the additional carriageway are surveyed. The evaluation of the  topographic survey
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results is ongoing parallel to the field work. At the time of submission of this report approxi-
mately 45 km of the study road were measured.

- Geotechnical field investigations commenced on 8th January 2001 with the assistance of staff
and equipment from Azeravtoyol. The field works carried until the end of the reporting period
includes excavation of trial pits, Dynamic Cone Penetration (DCP) testing and construction
material investigations.

- Laboratory testing has commenced with samples arriving at the Laboratory in Baku on 15th

January
- Manual classified traffic counts were carried out at four stations. Automatic traffic counters

were installed throughout the survey period and origin – destination (OD) surveys were carried
out in Ganja and Gazakh.

- Roughness measurement survey of the Ujar to Georgian border road has been completed.
Evaluation of surveyed data are ongoing.

- Condition survey of drainage structures was carried out. About 500 culverts were inspected
and damages/defects were recorded.

Georgia
- A number of previous reports, maps, documents, etc. have been collected and studied. Rele-

vant Traceca studies available on the Traceca website have been downloaded and reviewed.
- A site visit was carried out to identify the general condition of the study roads, together with

possible alternatives to be considered. This identification mainly depends on geotechnical
consideration (landslide) and bridge condition.

- Traffic survey programme have been implemented on the following time schedule:
- contract signed with the Joint-Stock Company Caucasautomagistrali on the 23rd of Febru-

ary
- Training programme for the surveyors on the 26th and 27th of February
- First counting and OD survey implemented on station n°8, on the road between Tbilisi and

Marneuli, respectively at 0:00 am and 8:00 am for two days surveys (28th of February and
1st of March)

- Second counting survey on station n°6 on southern part of the Tbilisi by-pass on the 2nd

and 3rd of March
- Surveys on stations n°7 (north Tbilisi) and n°5 (Tbilisi – Red Bridge), being implemented on

the 10th

2.7 Main problems and deficiencies

A unforeseeable risk  for the  timely implementation of the project is that field surveys for the feasi-
bility study phase must be carried out during the winter months and snow and soil frost on some
parts of the sections might prevent a full inspection of the road.

The World Bank requested tender documents of the Ganja to Shemkir road section in Azerbaijan
by end of April, which is a contingent for IDA financing. Substantial rearrangements of the work
programme and time schedule have been made, and this section is given overall priority. After in-
ception stage the details as to the effect on the whole of the schedule will be determined.

It has been noticed that the axle load survey equipment  available in both Armenia and Azerbaijan,
which was available from the local partner institutions, has broken down. Indications are that the
costs of repair (if possible at all) may be as high as the costs for new equipment. As there are no
funds allocated for this apparatus, and because relative extensive and recent information on axle
loads is available, it is not intended to purchase new axle load equipment.
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3. PROJECT PLANNING

3.1 Relation with other projects

Co-ordination with following projects are expected to provide benefits to this projects:

•  TRACECA; Traffic Forecasting and Feasibility Studies (on-going); BCEOM
•  EBRD: Economic Analysis of the Gazi Mammed to Georgian Border Road & Preliminary De-

sign Study of the Kyurdamir – Georgian Border Road, Kocks Consult GmbH, November 1999
•  EBRD: Engineering Report of the Rehabilitation and Upgrading of the Gazi Mammed to Kyur-

damir Road, Kocks Consult GmbH, April 1999
•  EBRD: Feasibility Study for Rehabilitation of Transit Roads in Azerbaijan, Kocks Consult

GmbH, December 1997
•  EBRD: Feasibility Study for Rehabilitation of Transit Roads in Georgia, Kocks Consult GmbH,

December 1997
•  EBRD: Additional analysis for the Gazi Mammed – Kyurdamir Road Project, Kocks/TecnEcon,

November 1997
•  TRACECA; Road Maintenance Project (1997-1999); Finnroad
•  TRACECA; Implementation of Pavement Management Systems (1996-1998); Kocks
•  EBRD; TA in Preparation of Economic Analysis and Highway Maintenance and Rehabilitation

Programme for Years 1998 and 1999 (1996); Finnroad
•  WB; Construction Supervision of the Armenian Highway Project (1996-1997); Finnroad
•  WB; Pavement Survey and Design, Preparation of Tender Documents for the Periodic Mainte-

nance Works of the Armenian Highway Project (1995-1996); Finnroad

Within the road sector in Armenia there are currently only two other projects operating:
•  Feasibility Study of the M3 Road Sections Vanadzor – Pushkin Tunnel and Puskin Tunnel –

Stepanavan financed by the World Bank and
•  Road Rehabilitation Project Yerevan – Sevan – Vanadzor and Sevan – Dilijin financed by the

Lincy Foundation

In Azerbaijan there are currently following project in the road sector ongoing:
•  Construction of Alyat – Gazi Mammed road financed by KFAED
•  Reorganisation of the Transport Sector in Azerbaijan financed by Tacis

In Georgia following two projects are operating:
•  Road Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Project financed by the World Bank and
•  Road Rehabilitation Project: Marneuli – Sadakhlo, Poti bypass and Samtredia – Lanchkhuti –

Grigoletti financed by KFAED

The close co-operation with projects working in the same field will be maintained to avoid duplica-
tion of effort.

3.2 Project objective(s)

The objective of the project in Azerbaijan are:
•  preliminary studies and analysis of all available materials,
•  economic internal rates of return
•  preparing of detailed designs with bills of quantities and cost estimates of the construction
•  environmental impact assessment
•  preparation of tender documents for the Ujar to Georgian border section of road.
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The consultant shall provide assistance with tendering for the whole section from Gazi Mammed to
the Georgian border.

In Georgia and Armenia the project will prepare a complete feasibility study and tender docu-
mentation for the rehabilitation and reconstruction of deteriorated sections of the road Tbilisi - Yer-
evan, Tbilisi - Red Bridge, Tbilisi - Marneuli and Tbilisi by-pass, in order to prepare loans by Inter-
national Financial Institutions.

3.3 Project approach

Exiting reports and documents have already been studied. Therefore the next step in this project is
a comprehensive investigation of the existing situation required to undertake the feasibility study
and to prepare data for the appraisal by HDM method, including:

•  pavement and bridge condition survey
•  road roughness measurements
•  traffic survey and forecast
•  geotechnical investigation and laboratory testing
•  identification of rehabilitation/upgrading measures and preliminary designs of the options for

HDM analysis
•  preliminary quantities and cost estimates
•  environmental investigation

The fieldwork will comprise roughness measurements for the computation of vehicle operating
costs. The field works further provides pavement distress and condition information, as well as the
residual pavement strength. The geotechnical field investigations and laboratory test results pro-
vide parameters of the existing conditions. On the basis of the evaluated field data the preliminary
design  of options for the HDM analysis will be determined.

The study will carry out preliminary designs of the upgrading and appropriate pavement strength-
ening, improvement and rehabilitation works needed to extend the useful life of the road for the
most economic number of years, taking the existing and forecasted traffic loads into account.

The design elements for the cross section of the study roads according to SNIP are as follows:

Azerbaijan: Carriageway: 2 x 3.75 m = 7.50 m
Width of shoulder: 3.75 m (0.75 m paved)

Armenia, Georgia: Carriageway: 2 x 3.75 m = 7.50 m
Width of shoulder: 3.75 m (0.75 m paved) or
Carriageway: 2 x 3.50 m = 7.00 m
Width of shoulder: 2.50 m (0.50 m paved)

In Azerbaijan the design of the existing 2-lane road and artificial constructions should be carried
out with geometrical parameters of the Category I Road, for the purpose of possible construction of
the additional 2 lanes in the future.

For the economic analysis the study road will be subdivided into homogeneous sections in consid-
eration of the following characteristics:

•  road network
•  traffic volume
•  design standards (road geometry)
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•  surface type
•  road condition
•  environmental conditions

The economic modelling will use the World Bank’s HDM model. The vehicle operating costs cal-
culations will be use the vehicle operating sub model from the World Bank’s HDM model.

The economic analysis will take the form of a benefit-cost analysis which involves the comparison
of the economic road user and engineering costs resulting from specified improvement/upgrading
alternatives (the “With Project” case) with the equivalent costs arising in a defined without project
scenario (“the “Without Situation”). The economic analysis will involve discounted cash flow analy-
sis based on the use of economic costs and the results will be expressed as a Net Present Value
(NPV), Economic Internal Rate of Return (EIRR) and Benefit Cost Ratio (B/C Ratio). The economic
costs on which the economic analysis is based will exclude taxes and duties and add back in any
identified subsidy elements in prices. An attempt will also made to identify the foreign components
in costs.

The model also produces a detailed prediction of road surface condition over the evaluation period
under each proposed alternative for each study road section.

An important part of the economic analysis will be the Sensitivity Analysis. This will test the sensi-
tivity of the results of the economic analysis to changes in certain of the most important input vari-
ables such as base year traffic, traffic growth rates and  engineering costs. The purpose of the
sensitivity analysis is to establish the robustness of the project to given plausible variations in un-
derlying assumptions about input values.

On the basis of the findings and recommendation of the feasibility study the detailed design for the
rehabilitation and reconstruction of the road sections will be determined under consideration of
technical, road safety and environmental requirements. The detail design will elaborate and specify
the works for inclusion in the tender.

Based on the final design drawings the quantities will be calculated. A Bill of Quantities will be pre-
pared to provide sufficient information on the quantities of works to be performed to enable bids to
be prepared efficiently and accurately.

Pre-qualification documents for contractors as well as tender documents will be prepared for open
tendering procedure. The procurement procedure will based on FIDIC, supplemented by additional
guidelines applicable to projects financed by the World Bank, EBRD or other International Financ-
ing Institutes, depending on the funding source considered for the different sections of the road link
between Baku, Tbilisi and Yerevan.

The Team includes EU consultants as well as local consultants. The Project Director, the Team
Leader and the Country Team Leaders cover the whole scope of the Project while the rest of the
team members cover their special fields, however, widely supporting each other in the overlapping
tasks and exchange of information related to surveys, feasibility studies and designs as well as
tender documentation.
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3.4 Intended results/outputs

A: The intended results / outputs from the feasibility study will be as follows:

•  Complete Bankable Economic Studies with assessed Net Present Value, Economic Internal
Rate of Return, First Year Benefit Cost Ratio, First Year Rate Return for each section of the
Roads prioritising the investment actions;

•  Financial Analysis determining the funding required for each section of the Roads ;

•  Undertaking of a Seminar to introduce to the local counterpart staff the use of HDM-III or IV
when they don’t already know it.

B:  The intended results / outputs from the detailed design and contract documentation study
will be as follow:

•  Detailed designs and drawings
- PROJECT LOCATION PLAN, showing the road alignment on contour maps
- Plans of TYPICAL CROSS-SECTIONS for the different technical solutions showing details

in cut and fills, side drains, pavement, chamber, superelevation, etc.
- PLAN AND PROFILE with road plan showing existing roads, tracks, rivers, etc. and longi-

tudinal profile showing ground levels/vertical alignment of the existing lane, formation and
design levels, gradient with vertical curves, distances and cross-section chainages

- CROSS SECTIONS will drawn on the ground level. The cross sections will show datum
line, chainage, centreline and the new lane will chamber/superelevation, pavement, side
drains, embankment and cut slopes

- STANDARD DRAWINGS, will show details for ancillary road works like minor junctions,
lay-bys, road and traffic signs, road furniture, drainage works like pipe and box culverts
with inlet/outlet structures

- BRIDGE DRAWINGS, showing details of longitudinal section, cross sections, foundations,
substructure and superstructure

•  Priced bill of quantities
Bill of Quantities will be prepared, based on the net method of measurement, itemised in detail
to provide sufficient information on the quantities of works to be performed to enable bids to be
prepared efficiently and accurately. The Bill of quantities will be priced to form the detailed cost
estimate.

•  Technical specification (standard and special specification)
Recognised international standard specifications will be used and complemented with special
specifications. Taking into account the international specifications, technical specification will
be developed for all components of the recommended reconstruction works.

•  Condition of contract (standards and special condition).
The project implementation will take place by means of international procurement procedures
based on FIDIC. These may be supplemented by additional guidelines applicable to projects
financed by the World Bank, the EBRD or other IFIs, depending on the funding source consid-
ered for the different sections of the road link between Baku, Tbilisi and Yerevan.
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C: The intended results / outputs from the assistance in the procurement procedure – tender
documents will be as follows:

•  Definition of the “Slice and Packaging” procedure adapted to the Works
The works will be split in coherent packages to achieve for each contract, the highest degree
of quality and price competition among the national and international community of contractors

•  Design of a Pre-qualification questionnaire adapted to the local context
Pre-qualification Questionnaire will be prepared following World Bank / EBRD standard model
adapted to the project. The purpose of a pre-qualification stage is to eliminate companies with
inadequate experience, with insufficient financial resources, without suitable equipment/plant
and those lacking satisfactory human resources, including both management and technical
staff.

•  Design of a functional analysis chart for the International Competitive Bidding of the Works.
A draft of a functional analysis chart will be designed and proposed to the Clients in order to
prepare the international bidding on the works. The contents of this functional analysis chart,
which shall be approved of by the Clients, will contain the following criteria, among others:
- General capabilities: financial capability, experience, legal position, head office backup

and back stopping
- Specific capabilities: staff and equipment capabilities
- Others: litigation of works contract, provision of a brief description of the proposed project

organisation, quality assurance to be applied to the project

D: The intended results / outputs from the training programmes will be as follow

- Knowledge of general principles and key elements, preparation of tender documents, of pre-
qualification, of international competitive tendering, and of tender evaluation and contract
award, contract award, Bank’s procurement and disbursement procedure for the staff of the
Roads Department and other agencies which are involved in the project implementation.

3.5 Constrains, risks and assumptions

Financing
The principal risk for the continuation of the project is financing,  and are subject to the ongoing
negotiations between the Beneficiaries and the International Financial Institutions.

PMU/PIU establishment and operation
For the successful implementation of the project in Azerbaijan (World Bank and EBRD sections) it
is required that a functioning Project  Management Unit  PMU) will be in place by the time of nego-
tiations of the IDA credit and effectiveness of EBRD credit. These IFI’s have agreed in principle to
the establishment of a joint PMU (PIU in EBRD terms) According to the project preparation sched-
ule of the World Bank the PMU should be operational by middle of April. The immediate establish-
ment of the PMU with personnel and logistic arrangements is required. All arrangements have to
be made and financing of  PMU operation is essential for the project implementation.

The Consultants attach the proposal for establishment of the PMU, together with the proposal for
the Financial Adviser/Trainer to the PMU Financial Controller, an proposal for the accounting soft-
ware, a proposal for the Procurement Trainer, and a Time Schedule.
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Economic viability of road Sections and respective measures
Low traffic and a relatively low roughness values of the road pavement may lead to low rates of
return in the economic feasibility evaluation and analysis, and such results may not attract the in-
vestment required for rehabilitation/upgrading at present time.

Roads pavements are nearing or are at the end of their useful service life, and as such, pavements
will deteriorate rapidly Once such condition is reached, the road cannot be maintained any more,
but needs rehabilitation and/ or reconstruction. For these roads it is important that the residual
value could be secured by e.g. an application of a strengthening overlay. Many of the road sections
are already beyond a state which can be repaired. The risks are that the required maintenance /
rehabilitation regime may be too costly, and would therefore not lead to acceptable rates of return.

Winter influence
 A risk in a timely implementation of the project still is that field surveys for the feasibility study
phase must be carried out during the winter months and snow on some parts of the links might
prevent a full inspection of the road. Although the winter is nearing it’s scheduled end, the moun-
tainous sections are still a problem

Customs
Customs problems might delay the temporary importation of the devices needed for carrying out
the deflection survey, geotechnical investigation and roughness measurements.

3.6 Planning for the next reporting period

During the next reporting period (4 months) the most important task will be to finalise the bankable
feasibility study. The task of the following reporting period will include:

Geotechnical and construction material investigation
Continuation of fieldwork and sampling. Laboratory testing of soils and materials samples. Evalua-
tion of the testing results.

Topographical survey
Continuation of field works. Data evaluation and mapping as a basis for the CAD supported engi-
neering design.

Traffic survey and forecasts
Analysis of traffic surveys and collecting of economic data for traffic forecast. Base year traffic will
be defined by vehicle category and road section. Traffic forecast for each year over the thirty year
evaluation period of the project including a base case for economic evaluation and also an optimis-
tic and a pessimistic scenario which will be used for sensitivity tests in the economic evaluation.

Pavement Condition Survey
Visual inspection of the surface condition. Measuring of the residual pavement strength by Falling
Weight Deflectometer (FWD). Determination of the measures for rehabilitation of the existing car-
riageway.

Hydrological and drainage study
Analysis of existing drainage structures and calculation of hydraulic design and sizing of the re-
quired structures.
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Bridge survey
Review of available data and inspection of the bridges. Assessment of bridge capacity. Definition
of required rehabilitation/construction work.

Environmental analysis
Preparation of an environmental assessment analysis (EAA). Formulations of proposals for opti-
mising of alignment. Recommendations for the implementation of impact mitigation and environ-
mental protection measures (Environmental Action Plan). Stakeholder meetings will be held

Preliminary engineering designs and cost estimates
Preparation of the preliminary design for the rehabilitation of the existing carriageway. Calculation
of quantities and preparation of cost estimates to the suitable level for preliminary design.

Economic analysis
Economic analysis of road improvement/upgrading options based on current traffic levels, vehicle
operating costs, and rehabilitation and construction costs. Output is in the form of the economic
performance of each alternative under assessment – net present value, internal rate of return,
costs and benefits. Sensitivity testing of key variables.

Advanced  detailed designs and tender documents of the Ganja to Shemkir road section
(Azerbaijan)
Preparation of detailed design and tender documents for open tendering procedure for the reha-
bilitation of the Ganja to Shemkir road section in accordance with the Procurement Policies and
Guidelines of the World Bank. This section is advanced to the general design and tender docu-
ments schedule, and the advanced activities are scheduled in the following. An advanced and
separate reporting comprising

•  Feasibility study results including designs of measures and respective costs
•  Details designs, quantity and cost estimates
•  Tender documents

will be prepared and submitted. As this is additional effort, details of the schedule, of the submis-
sions, and of the costs for the additional services will be prepared and submitted.

Preparations for the detailed design phase will be also proceeding with full efforts. Planning ap-
pears on table ‘Plan of Operations for the Next Period (Work Programme)’ overleaf.
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3.7 OVERALL PLAN OF OPERATIONS

Project title: Feasibility Study for Rehabilitation and the
Reconstruction of the Road Link Between Baku,
Tbilisi and Yerevan

Project number: SCR-E/110579/C/SV/WW Country : Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia Page :

Planning period: 1/2001 – 12/2001 Prepared on : 28. February 2001 EC Consultant: Consortium KOCKS CONSULT GMBH – BCEOM – FINNROAD LTD:

Project objectives: Produce bankable feasibility study and tender documents for certain road sections between Yerevan – Georgian border

No MAIN ACTIVITIES TIME FRAME INPUTS

Armenia 2001
(months)

PERSONNEL EQUIPMENT
AND
MATERIAL

OTHER

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 EC Consultant Counterpart

A. FEASIBILITY STUDY STAGE
1. Data collection / Review of previous

studies
XXXX XXXX XX 3 weeks 4 weeks 1 flight

2. Topographical survey / Pavement cross
section survey

  XXX XXXX XXXX XX 2 weeks 60 weeks Total stations,
Computers

1 flight

3. Road condition & deflection survey   XXX XXXX XX 4 weeks 41 weeks FWD, laboratory 1 flight
4. Traffic surveys and forecast XXXX 8 weeks 25 weeks Computers 3 flights
5. Soils and material investigation XXXX XXXX XXXX 6 weeks 35 weeks Laboratory 1 flight
6. Environmental assessment XXXX 5 weeks 8 weeks 1 flight
7. Preliminary designs & drawings XXXX XXXX XXXX 9 weeks 45 weeks Computers
8. Preliminary cost estimates XXXX XX 4 weeks 8 weeks Computers 1 flight
9. Economic appraisal     XX XXXX 9 weeks 20 weeks Computers 1 flight

B. DETAILED DESIGN STAGE
10. Detailed planning and engineering de-

sign
XXXX XXXX XXXX 10 weeks 59 weeks Computers 2 flights

11. Quantity calculation and cost estimates XXXX 2 weeks 20 weeks Computers 1 flight
12. Pre-qualification documents XXXX 2 weeks 10 weeks
13. Technical specifications & tender docu-

ments
XXXX 4 weeks 20 weeks Computers 1 flight

14. Assistance with tendering -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- 5 weeks 25 weeks

----------- part time TOTAL 73 weeks 380 weeks 14 flights
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Project title: Feasibility Study for Rehabilitation and the
Reconstruction of the Road Link Between Baku,
Tbilisi and Yerevan

Project number: SCR-E/110579/C/SV/WW Country : Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia Page :

Planning period: 1/2001 – 12/2001 Prepared on : 28. February 2001 EC Consultant: Consortium KOCKS CONSULT GMBH – BCEOM – FINNROAD LTD:

Project objectives: Detailed designs with bill of quantities and cost estimates, economic appraisal, environmental impact assessment and preparation of tender documents for the Ujar to Georgian border road

No MAIN ACTIVITIES TIME FRAME INPUTS

Azerbaijan 2001
(months)

PERSONNEL EQUIPMENT
AND
MATERIAL

OTHER

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 EC Consultant Counterpart
Project Management / Co-ordination XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX   5 weeks 64 weeks 3 flights

A. FEASIBILITY STUDY STAGE
1. Data collection / Review of previous

studies
XXXX   4 weeks   8 weeks

2. Topographical survey XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XX 180 weeks Total stations, PC cars
3. Road condition & deflection survey      XX XXXX XXXX XX 12 weeks 40 weeks FWD, Bump

Integrator, Trip-
meter

cars

4. Traffic surveys and forecast        X XXXX XXX   8 weeks   9 weeks ATC’s, Axle
Weighbridge

enumerators
cars, 6 flights

5. Geotechnical investigations     XX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX 18 weeks 107 weeks DCP, Laboratory
equipment, Core
drilling

1 flight

6. Hydrological and drainage studies XXXX XXXX XXXX   2 weeks 21 weeks
7. Environmental assessment XXXX   4 weeks 13 weeks 1 flight
8. Preliminary designs & drawings XXXX XXXX XXXX 16 weeks 36 weeks PC, CAD Pro-

gramme
9. Preliminary cost estimates      XX XXXX XX   2 weeks   8 weeks
10. Economic appraisal XXXX XXXX   8 weeks 13 weeks 1 flight

B. DETAILED DESIGN STAGE
11. Additional soil and material surveys XXXX XXXX 10 weeks 48 weeks DCP, Laboratory

equipment
2 flights

12. Detailed engineering design XXXX XXXX XXXX 17 weeks 69 weeks PC, CAD Pro-
gramme

2 flights

13. Quantity calculation and cost estimates XX XXXX XXXX   4 weeks 10 weeks PC
14. Pre-qualification documents XXXX   4 weeks   4 weeks 1 flight
15. Technical specifications & tender docu-

ments
XXXX XXXX   6 weeks 12 weeks 2 flights

16. Assistance with tendering -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------   6 weeks 12 weeks

----------- part time TOTAL 126 weeks 654 weeks 19 flights
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Project title: Feasibility Study for Rehabilitation and the
Reconstruction of the Road Link Between Baku,
Tbilisi and Yerevan

Project number: SCR-E/110579/C/SV/WW Country : Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia Page :

Planning period: 1/2001 – 12/2001 Prepared on : 28. February 2001 EC Consultant: Consortium KOCKS CONSULT GMBH – BCEOM – FINNROAD LTD:

Project objectives: Produce bankable feasibility study and tender documents for the Tbilisi bypass, Tbilisi – Marneuli and Tbilisi – Georgian border (Red Bridge) road

No MAIN ACTIVITIES TIME FRAME INPUTS

Georgia 2001
(months)

PERSONNEL EQUIPMENT
AND
MATERIAL

OTHER

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 EC Consultant Counterpart

A. FEASIBILITY STUDY STAGE
1. Data collection / Review of previous

studies
       X XXXX XX 3 weeks 4 weeks 1 flight

2. Topographical survey / Pavement cross
section survey

  XXX XXXX 2 weeks 60 weeks Total stations,
Computers

1 flight

3. Road condition & deflection survey XXXX XXX 4 weeks 41 weeks FWD, laboratory 1 flight
4. Traffic surveys and forecast XXXX XXXX 8 weeks 25 weeks Computers 3 flights
5. Soils and material investigation XXXX XXXX XXXX 6 weeks 35 weeks Laboratory 1 flight
6. Environmental assessment     XX XX 5 weeks 8 weeks 1 flight
7. Preliminary designs & drawings     XX XXXX XXXX 9 weeks 45 weeks Computers
8. Preliminary cost estimates      XX XX 4 weeks 8 weeks Computers 1 flight
9. Economic appraisal      XX XXXX 9 weeks 20 weeks Computers 1 flight

B. DETAILED DESIGN STAGE
10. Detailed planning and engineering de-

sign
XXXX XXXX XXXX 10 weeks 59 weeks Computers 2 flights

11. Quantity calculation and cost estimates XXXX 2 weeks 20 weeks Computers 1 flight
12. Pre-qualification documents XXXX 2 weeks 10 weeks
13. Technical specifications & tender docu-

ments
XXXX 4 weeks 20 weeks Computers 1 flight

14. Assistance with tendering -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- 5 weeks 25 weeks

----------- part time TOTAL 73 weeks 380 weeks 14 flights
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3.8 OVERALL OUTPUT PERFORMANCE PLAN

Project title: Feasibility Study for Rehabilitation and the Reconstruc-
tion of the Road Link Between Baku, Tbilisi and Yerevan

Project number: SCR-E/110579/C/SV/WW Country: Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia Page :

Planning period: 1/2001 – 12/2001 Prepared on : 28. February 2001 EC Consultant: Consortium KOCKS CONSULT GMBH – BCEOM – FINNROAD LTD:

Outputs (to be described and target dates indicated Agreed  Objective Verifiable  Indicators Constrains and Assumptions
C/A

FEASIBILITY STUDY Constrains:
Topographical maps and survey data by 15.4 Information on terrain, topographical maps  - Possible winter condition
Assessment of road and structure condition by 15.4. Data on road and structure condition  - Availability of local staff
Traffic forecast by 30.3. Traffic survey report, Information on existing traffic and

forecast
Geotechnical evaluation by 30.4 Soil and materials report, information on pavement,

soils and material, material recourses
Environmental impact assessment by 30.3. Environmental assessment study
Definitions of technical solutions for improvements and
rehabilitation by 30.5

Preliminary engineering designs

Preliminary cost estimates by 15.4. Information on preliminary quantities and costs
Economic appraisal by 30.5. Feasibility study report, information on economical vi-

ability of the project

DETAILED DESIGN
Engineering designs by 30.8. Engineering report, design drawings
Cost estimates by 30.9. Information on quantities and costs
Pre-qualification documents by 30.7. Pre-qualification documents, information on prequalifi-

cation procedure
Draft Tender documents by 30.10. Contract documents incl. specifications and tender

drawings

REPORTING
Project progress report by the end of June Progress report
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3.9 PLAN OF OPERATIONS FOR THE NEXT PERIOD (Work programme)

Project title: Feasibility Study for Rehabilitation and the Reconstruc-
tion of the Road Link Between Baku, Tbilisi and Yerevan

Project number: SCR-E/110579/C/SV/WW Country: Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia Page :

Planning period : 3/2001 – 6/2001 Prepared on: 28. February 2001 EC Consultant: Consortium KOCKS CONSULT GMBH – BCEOM – FINNROAD LTD:

Project objectives : Produce bankable feasibility study and tender documents for certain road sections between Yerevan – Georgian border

TIME FRAME INPUTS

Armenia 2001
(months)

PERSONNEL EQUIPMENT
AND
MATERIAL

OTHER

No ACTIVITIES 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 EC Consultant Counterpart

A. FEASIBILITY STUDY STAGE
1. Data collection / Review of previous

studies
XX 1 week 2 weeks

2. Topographical survey / Pavement
cross section survey

XXXX XX 1 week 40 weeks Total station,
computers

1 flight

3. Road condition & deflection survey XXXX XX 3 weeks 35 weeks FWD, laboratory 1 flight
4. Traffic surveys and forecast XXXX 4 weeks 20 weeks Computers 1 flight
5. Soils and material investigation XXXX XXXX 4 weeks 30 weeks Laboratory 1 flight
6. Environmental assessment XXXX 5 weeks 8 weeks 1 flight
7. Preliminary designs & drawings XXXX XXXX XXXX 9 weeks 45 weeks Computers 1 flight
8. Preliminary cost estimates XXXX XX 4 weeks 8 weeks Computers 1 flight
9. Economic appraisal       XX XXXX 9 weeks 20 weeks Computers 1 flight

B. DETAILED DESIGN STAGE
10. Detailed planning and engineering

design
XXXX 2 weeks 20 weeks Computers 1 flight

11. Quantity calculation and cost esti-
mates

12. Pre-qualification documents
13. Technical specifications & tender

documents
14. Assistance with tendering --------- 1 week 2 weeks

----------- part time TOTAL 43 weeks 230 weeks 9 flights
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Project title: Feasibility Study for Rehabilitation and the Reconstruc-
tion of the Road Link Between Baku, Tbilisi and Yerevan

Project number: SCR-E/110579/C/SV/WW Country: Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia Page :

Planning period : 3/2001 – 6/2001 Prepared on: 28. February 2001 EC Consultant: Consortium KOCKS CONSULT GMBH – BCEOM – FINNROAD LTD:

Project objectives: Detailed designs with bill of quantities and cost estimates, economic appraisal, environmental impact assessment and preparation of tender documents for the Ujar to Georgian border road
TIME FRAME INPUTS

Azerbaijan 2001
(months)

PERSONNEL EQUIPMENT
AND
MATERIAL

OTHER

No ACTIVITIES 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 EC Consultant Counterpart
Project management / co-ordination XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX   2 weeks 16 weeks 2 flights

2. Topographical Survey
- Field survey and data evaluation XXXX XXXX XXXXX 90 weeks Total stations, PC
- Mapping XXXX XXXX XXXX XX 14 weeks PC

3. Road condition & deflection survey
- Surface distress survey XXXX XX   6 weeks 12 weeks Car
- FWD survey     XX XXXX X   4 weeks 14 weeks FWD
Utility line survey      XX XX   1 week   4 weeks Car

4. Traffic survey and forecast
- Survey analysis X   1 week   2 weeks PC
- Traffic forecast   XX   2 weeks   4 weeks PC 2 flights

5./11. Geotechnical Investigations
- Pavement structure investigations XXX   2 weeks 10 weeks Core drilling equip.
- DCP testing and sampling         X XXXX XXXX XXXX   3 weeks 39 weeks DCP
- Construction material investigations   XXX X   4 weeks   4 weeks
- Testing at bridge location   XXX X   1 week   8 weeks Drilling equipment
- Laboratory testing XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX   2 weeks 32 weeks Laboratory equip.

6. Hydrological and drainage survey
- Hydrological analysis XXXX   1 week   4 weeks
- Drainage design XXXX   1 week   8 weeks PC, CAD Prog.

7. Environmental assessment
- Environmental assessment analysis XXXX   1 week   7 weeks
- Environmental action plan   XXX   2 weeks   4 weeks
- Social impact assessment         X   1 week   2 weeks

8. Preliminary designs XXXX XXXX XXXX 16 weeks 36 weeks PC, CAD Prog.
9. Preliminary quantities & cost estimate     XX XXXX XX   2 weeks   8 weeks
10. Economic appraisal XXXX XXXX   8 weeks 13 weeks 1 flight
12. Bridge study and design

- Bridge survey and assessment XXX   3 weeks   6 weeks
- Bridge design        X XXXX XXXX XXXX   6 weeks 39 weeks PC, CAD Prog.
Road and pavement design XXXX XXXX XXXX
Quantity calculation XX   1 week   2 weeks PC
Cost estimates      XX   1 week   1 weeks
Tender documents   XXX   3 weeks   6 weeks 1 flight

----------- part time TOTAL 74 weeks 385 weeks 6 flights
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Project title: Feasibility Study for Rehabilitation and the Reconstruc-
tion of the Road Link Between Baku, Tbilisi and Yerevan

Project number: SCR-E/110579/C/SV/WW Country: Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia Page :

Planning period : 3/2001 – 6/2001 Prepared on: 28. February 2001 EC Consultant: Consortium KOCKS CONSULT GMBH – BCEOM – FINNROAD LTD:

Project objectives : Produce bankable feasibility study and tender documents for the Tbilisi bypass, Tbilisi – Marneuli and Tbilisi – Georgian border (Red Bridge) road

TIME FRAME INPUTS

Georgia 2001
(months)

PERSONNEL EQUIPMENT
AND
MATERIAL

OTHER

No ACTIVITIES 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 EC Consultant Counterpart

A. FEASIBILITY STUDY STAGE
1. Data collection / Review of previous

studies
XX 1 week 2 weeks

2. Topographical survey / Pavement
cross section survey

  XXX XXXX 1 week 40 weeks Total station,
computers

1 flight

3. Road condition & deflection survey XXXX XXX 3 weeks 35 weeks FWD, laboratory 1 flight
4. Traffic surveys and forecast XXXX 4 weeks 20 weeks Computers 1 flight
5. Soils and material investigation XXXX XXXX XXXX 4 weeks 30 weeks Laboratory 1 flight
6. Environmental assessment       XX XX 5 weeks 8 weeks 1 flight
7. Preliminary designs & drawings      XX XXXX XXXX 9 weeks 45 weeks Computers 1 flight
8. Preliminary cost estimates      XX XX 4 weeks 8 weeks Computers 1 flight
9. Economic appraisal      XX XXXX 9 weeks 20 weeks Computers 1 flight

B. DETAILED DESIGN STAGE
10. Detailed planning and engineering

design
XXXX 2 weeks 20 weeks Computers 1 flight

11. Quantity calculation and cost esti-
mates

12. Pre-qualification documents
13. Technical specifications & tender

documents
14. Assistance with tendering --------- 1 week 2 weeks

----------- part time TOTAL 43 weeks 230 weeks 9 flights
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WORLD BANK FINANCED ROAD REHABILITATION IN GEORGIA

POTI - TBILISI - RED BRIDGE (S-1, S-4)
Subsection: SENAKI – KUTAISI

Km: 242 - 245, 247, 252, 254, 279, 280 – 281 (Total rehabilitation length 10 km)
Subsection: KUTAISI – SIMONETI

KM: 217 - 221, 223 – 226 (Total rehabilitation length 9 km)
Subsection: SIMONETI – ZESTAPONI

KM: 196 – 197, 206 - 210, 213, 215 – 216 (Total rehabilitation length 10 km)
Subsection: ZESTAPONI – RIKOTI PASS

KM: 151 - 152, 155 - 157, 161 - 162, 177, 195 (Total rehabilitation length 9 km)
Subsection: RIKOTI PASS – GOMI

KM: 111 - 112, 114, 122 – 123, 126, 136 - 137, 139, 140, 141 (Total rehabilitation
length 12 km)

Subsection: GOMI –TBILISI
KM: 67, 71, 72, 73, 81, 82, 83, 85, 86 (Total rehabilitation length 9 km)

Subsection: PONICHALA – RED BRIDGE
KM: 28, 35, 38, 40, 42, 44 (Total rehabilitation length 6 km)

MTSKHETA – KHAZBEGI - LARSI  (S-3)
Subsection: NATAKHTARI – PASANAURI

KM: 10 – 13, 30 - 32, 36, 43, 56, 58 (Total rehabilitation length 11 km)
Subsection: PASANAURI – MLETA

KM: 63, 65 - 66, 71 – 79 (Total rehabilitation length 12 km)
Subsection: MLETA – KOBI

KM: 80 – 93 (Total rehabilitation length 14 km)
Subsection: KOBI – LARSI

KM: 112 – 121, 131 – 138 (Total rehabilitation length 18 km)

SENAKI - LESELIDZE  (S-1)
Subsection: SENAKI – ZUGDIDI

KM: 301, 303 - 304, 308, 310, 324 – 325, 330, 332 – 333 (Total rehabilitation length
10 km)

SARPI – BATUMI – UREKI - SAMTREDIA  (S-2)
Subsection: CHOLOKI – BATUMI

Km: 70, 72 – 75 (Total rehabilitation length 5 km)

TBILISI – BAKURTSIKHE - LAGODEKHI  (S-5)
Subsection: TBILISI – BAKURTSIKHE

Km: 51 - 52, 73, 76, 90 (Total rehabilitation length 5 km)

TBILISI – MARNEULI - GUGUTI  (S-6)
Subsection: TBILISI – BOLNISI

Km: 58 - 59, 61, 64 – 65 (Total rehabilitation length 5 km)

KHASHURI – AKHALTSIKHE - TURKISH BORDER  (S-8)
Subsection: KHASHURI – BORJOMI

Km: 25, 27 – 29, 31 - 33, 36 - 37, 39 (Total rehabilitation length 10 km)

WORLD BANK FINANCED BRIDGE REPLACEMENT IN GEORGIA

BRIDGE ACROSS THE TSIVI RIVER (km 298 Tbilisi-Senaki-Leselidze road, S-1)
BRIDGE ACROSS THE SONDISKHEVI RIVER (km 47 Mtskheta-Khazbegi-Larsi road, S-3)
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PLAN OF OPERATIONS FOR THE ADVANCED DETAILED DESIGN AND TENDER DOCUMENTS OF THE GANJA TO SHEMKIR ROAD SECTION

Project title: Feasibility Study for Rehabilitation and the Reconstruc-
tion of the Road Link Between Baku, Tbilisi and Yerevan

Project number: SCR-E/110579/C/SV/WW Country: Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia Page :

Planning period : 2/2001 – 5/2001 Prepared on: 28. February 2001 EC Consultant: Consortium KOCKS CONSULT GMBH – BCEOM – FINNROAD LTD:

Project objectives: Main Objective: Detailed designs with bill of quantities and cost estimates, economic appraisal, environmental impact assessment and preparation of tender documents for the Ujar to Georgian border road
Sub Objective: Tender documents for Ganja – Shemkir road section

TIME FRAME INPUTS
Azerbaijan

IDA World Bank Section 2001
PERSONNEL EQUIPMENT

AND
MATERIAL

OTHER

No ACTIVITIES February March April May EC Consultant Counterpart
Topographical Survey
- Field survey and data evaluation                   XXXXXXX XXXXX Total stations, PC
- Mapping XXXX XXXXXXXXX PC
Road condition & deflection survey
- Surface distress survey        XX Car
- FWD survey              XXXX FWD
Utility line survey      XX Car
Traffic survey and forecast
- Traffic surveys     XXXXXX
- Survey analysis                    XXXXXX XXXX PC
- Traffic forecast   XX           XXXXX PC
Geotechnical Investigations
- Pavement structure investigations             XXXXX             XXXX Core drilling equip.
- DCP testing and sampling XXXXX XXXXX DCP
- Construction material investigations                            XXXX
- Testing at bridge location XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX Drilling equipment
- Laboratory testing XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXX Laboratory equip.
Hydrological and drainage survey
- Hydrological analysis                           XXXX XXXX
- Drainage design           XXXXXXXXXXX PC, CAD Prog.
Environmental assessment
- Environmental assessment analysis                              XXX XX
- Environmental action plan      XXXXXXX
- Social impact assessment                       XXX
Economic appraisal                  XXXXXXXX
Bridge study and design
- Bridge survey and assessment                       XXXXXX
- Bridge design XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX PC, CAD Prog.
Road and pavement design                      XXXXXX XXXX
Quantity calculation        XXXXX PC
Cost estimates                  XXXX
Tender documents                   XXXXXXX
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PLAN OF OPERATIONS FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PMU / PIU IN AZERBAIJAN (Work programme)

Project title: Feasibility Study for Rehabilitation and the Recon-
struction of the Road Link Between Baku, Tbilisi and
Yerevan

Project number: SCR-E/110579/C/SV/WW Country: Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia Page :

Planning period : 3/2001 – 8/2001 Prepared on: 28. February 2001 EC Consultant: Consortium KOCKS CONSULT GMBH – BCEOM – FINNROAD LTD:

Project objectives :  Main Objective: Detailed designs with bill of quantities and cost estimates, economic appraisal, environmental impact assessment and preparation of tender documents for the Ujar to Georgian border road
                                   Sub-Objective.  Establishment of Project Management Unit (PMU) for joint operation of Management /Implementation Units for projects under IDA and EBRD credits

TIME FRAME INPUTS
PERSONNEL

2001
(months / calendar weeks)

March April May June July August

EC Con-
sultant

Coun-
terpart

EQUIPMENT
AND
MATERIAL

OTHER
Phase/
Action

By

Azerbaijan

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 weeks weeks
A Consultation
Consultant PMU preparations, Re-

quest IFI requirements
X

B Personnel Appointment
Azyol Publication of  positions in

PMU, Director & Financial
Controller

X

Commit-
tee

Interviews with candidates
X

Commit-
tee

Appointment of Director &
Financial Controller X

C Implementation Propos-
als

Azyol Locate office space X
Consultant Identify furniture and

equipment requirement X
Consultant Submit Implementation

Proposals (Draft) X
Azyol, &
Tacis &
WB &
EBRD

Review & comments on
Implementation Proposals X

Consultant Final Implementation Plan
X

D Commencing PMU
Operation

PMU Director X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Consultant Trainer Director X X X X X X X X X X X X
PMU Financial Controller X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Consultant Trainer Financial Controll. X X X X X X X
PMU Procurement Specialist X X X X X
Consultant Trainer Procurem. Spec. X X X X X
Time assigned X (week)


